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You may or may not be in the market for a new job. Yet, what executives look for when they staff their organizations
suggests as much about the priorities
and personalities as the new hire's own,
So if you intend

'

to set up

a

strategic partnership with them, sell to them, socialize with them, or work for them, learning what they value
never hurts.

Richard Branson (http://www.biography.com/people/richard-branson-92 2452Ol,founder of Virgin Group (https://www.virgin.com),
says that he
looks for "personality or passion."

'AngefaAhrendts(http://fortune'com/2o!5/09/to/angela-ahrendts-apple/),seniorvicepresidentofAppleRetail (http://www.apple.com/retail/),
says

'

that when she interviews people for

a

top slot, she's trying to determine how they think

-

their analytical skills.

Ralph de la Vega (http://www'att.com/gen/investor-relations?pid=9812), President and CEO at AT&T Mobile and Business
Solutions
(http://www.business.att.com), says he values most someone's integrity and credibility
- things that aren,t found on r6sum6s.

"Qual ifying"

q

ual

ities

According to a 20!4 CareerBu ilder study (http://www.careerbuilder.com/share/aboutus/pressreleasesdetail.aspx?

sd=4/tO/20146ii=pr817&ed=t2/31/20!4),
1.

the top 10 traits employers look for in job candidates are these:

Hardworking;

2. Dependable;
3. Positive;
4. Self-motivated;
5.

Team-oriented;

6.

Organized;

7.

Works well under pressure;

8. Effective communicator;
9. Flexible;
10.

Confident.
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These traits help qualify you to get your

foot in the door, but the ante goes up if you plan to move

uD.

And if you plan to move up, you need to know what the decision makers at
the top value most.

Branding qualities
Further up the ranks, you begin to hear these traits mentioned by senior executives

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

as

those they value most in people they hire:

Strategic thinker;
Risk assessor/taker based on solid analysis;

Decision maker;

Emotional stability;
Chief marketer;

Culturaltransformer:
Connector;
Visionary, storyteller, motivator.

What's your trademark?
You'll notice a key difference between these two lists.
In the

first group, all the items but one are descriptive. They describe one skill, trait, attitude, habit,
or characteristic. (yes,

a

be modified to a noun, ie. "team player.")

few like,,team-oriented,,could

But still, none of the "Top 10" traits are important enough to overshadow everything else
about the person so that the oNE trait stands as most memorable
most important, or most valuable to the exclusion of all the rest.
To paraphrase the "lt takes a village (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lt-Takes-a-viltage/'

clich6, it take a whole lot of these 10 traits to get hired.

#
iir

N

;

on the other hand, in the second list, the items are stated

as nouns (except for "emotional stability"). Hiring executives talk of people with these qualities
as
if that quality alone mattered enough for the hire as in," l've narrowed my hiring decision
down to Kimberly, carlos, or the strategic thinker. on second
thought, if none of those three applicants work out, t may call back John, 5ara, the Visionary,
or the Risk Assessor for another interview.,,

These overpowering

traits become your trademark. Your reputation, influence, and career opportunities grow from these.
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This was originally published on Dianna Booher,s Booher Research btog (http:,//www.booherresearch.com/blog/).
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